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**Change in Current Rating and Height for Model PM0805G**

Effective immediately, the following changes have been made to Bourns’ PM0805G chip inductor:

Part numbers: PM0805G-3R3J-RC & PM0805G-3R9J-RC ONLY
Current Rating: 15 mA DC (Previous value: 30 mA DC)

Mounting Height: 1.20 ± 0.20 mm
(Previous value: 0.9 ± 0.20 mm for PM0805G-R047J-RC through –8R2J-RC; 1.25 ± 0.20 mm for PM0805G-100J-RC through PM0805G-330M-RC)

Part numbers affected by this change are listed on the data sheet. The updated data sheet is available on the Bourns website.

As announced previously, Model PM0805G will be discontinued and replaced by Model CV201210 on December 31, 2007.